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Indonesia 
 
 
The 23rd CEReS International Symposium 
Introduction 
? Indonesia as maritime country depends 
on sea transportation lanes 
? Seaports is the vital point in 
transportation 
? Indonesian ports located near river delta 
? Prone to sedimentation 
Introduction (cont’d.) 
? Sediments need to be dredged 
? Some dredged material carried away by 
currents 
? causes sedimentation in other parts of 
the area 
? Potential damage to economic activity in 
the crowded Jakarta Bay 
Jakarta Bay 
Hydrographic overview 
? can be divided into two major parts 
? western part has many rocky islands 
(Seribu Is.) 
? eastern part has no rocky islands 
 
Jakarta Bay 
Hydrographic overview 
? depth varied between 10 to 30 m 
? Flat seabed 
? up  to 600 meters from shorelines 
consists of muddy sand 
? 600 m and beyond is sandy mud 
Jakarta Bay 
Wind pattern overview 
? 7 – 16 knots north-westerly winds during 
December – March period 
? easterly winds during May – October 
period 
? Western Monsoon frequently forms 
strong winds and cumulonimbus clouds 
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Jakarta Bay 
Sea current overview 
? Jakarta Bay is generally shallow bay, 
under 30 m depth 
? mostly between 0,5 – 1 m of wave height 
in December – March and May – 
November periods 
? calm wave of less than 0,5 m height 
during season transition in April – May and 
November – December periods 
Jakarta Bay 
Sea current overview 
 
Proposed 
Dumping area 
Jakarta Bay 
Sea current overview 
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Jakarta Bay 
Sea current overview 
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Sea current overview 
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Sea current overview 
 
Landsat 8 Sediment Deposit Analysis 
Process Flow 
Landsat 8 image 
Radiometric correction 
Conversion to TOA Reflectance 
Sea Land 
Band 4 
(Red Band) 
Radiometric correction 
TOA reflectance with sun correction 
Object Based 
Feature extraction 
Clip raster 
TSS Algorithm 
Sediment deposit level 
Dispersion Pattern 
Material settling time 
 
 
The TSS is predicted at 1000 mg/l with 
settling velocity at 1 mm/s 
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Dispersion Pattern 
? settling time for southern location with 
the depth of 10 m is 2 hours and 47 
minutes 
? longest extent from the dump point for 
0.1 m/s is 1000 m 
 
Simulated 
Patterns 
May – August 
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